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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of data
synchronizer and time base generator circuits, particu-
larly for dual PLL data synchronization system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Mass storage for computer systems is typically
provided by a magnetic or optical media storage system,
such as rigid or flexible disk storage systems. In a mag-
netic system, a rotating disk having a magnetic media
layer on the surface is accessed by a "read/write" head
which is used to store and retrieve information from the
disk surface. To store information on a magnetic media
disk, flux reversals are induced in the magnetic particles
comprising the disk’s surface. When a magnetic
read/write head is passed over the flux reversals, a signal
is induced in the head which can be decoded to convey
information stored on the disk. Typically, the magnetic
flux reversals are interpreted as "ones" or "zeros" accord-
ing to the coding algorithm.
[0003] In a preformatted, write-once, or rewritable op-
tical disk drive, data is stored as a series of pits arranged
in concentric or spiral tracks on a disk surface. The
read/write head is replaced by a lens assembly which is
used to project a light beam, (such as a laser beam), onto
the disk surface. The light beam is modulated by the pits
in the disk and the modulated light beam is reflected from
the disk to an optical pick up device which can produce
an output signal dependent on the modulation of the light
beam. In a magnetooptical disk drive, magnetic domains
are oriented so that the polarization of a read light beam
is modulated and this modulated beam is detected. In an
optical disk drive, a movable lens assembly is mounted
on a relatively large base carriage. The base carriage is
moved back and forth in a radial direction relative to the
optical disk. The lens assembly moves radially relative
to the disk and relative to the base carriage.
[0004] When information recorded on a hard disk is
recovered, it is often in the form of a bit stream. To ac-
curately decode a serial bit stream, bit frames or bit win-
dows must be accurately defined. A one-to-one corre-
spondence exists between each bit and each frame or
window. For a variety of reasons, errors can be intro-
duced in data bit streams that may affect the amplitude
and phase of the recovered signal. Amplitude errors can
be minimized by use of an automatic gain control (AGC)
circuit. A phase error, also known as "jitter," is a rotation
of a symbol that does not change the magnitude of the
symbol. This tends to force a data bit near or past a bit
window boundary.
[0005] To maximize the efficiency of data recovery, the
average bit position can be estimated with a decode win-
dow having a nominal center coinciding with the average
center bit position of the data bit stream. However, prob-

lems still exist when the jitter causes the bit position to
extend over a window edge.
[0006] To determine a decode window with acceptable
timing accuracy, clock recovery circuits can be provided
utilizing phase locking via a phase locked loop (PLL) to
generate both edges of a window. A PLL circuit is imple-
mented for synchronization to produce a clock signal
equal in frequency to the data rate of the signal read from
the disk media. The PLL circuit acquires the nominal fre-
quency of the read signal and tracks deviations in its nom-
inal frequency, thereby producing an output clock fre-
quency that varies according to deviations of the refer-
ence frequency (frequency of the read signal).
[0007] For 3.5" 640 MByte type magneto-optical disks,
the standard format uses the (1,7) RLL (Run Length Lim-
ited) coding in conjunction with PWM (Pit width Modula-
tion) recording scheme in accordance with ISO (Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization) standards. Fig-
ure 1 shows the PWM recording data and read signals.
The read data is changed from ’0’ to ’1’ (or ’1’ to ’0’) when
the encoded data is ’1’. Therefore, both rising and falling
edges indicate the data signal on the media.
[0008] Figure 2 shows a typical prior art read channel
system, which consists of an analog front end, which
comprises AGC 201, programmable equalizer filter 202,
and data qualifier 204, a time base generator 210 and
data synchronizer 206 and 207. Full wave rectifier 203
couples the output of equalizer filter 202 to AGC 201 in
a feedback loop. An output of data qualifier 204 is coupled
to PLL1 205 and data synchronizer 206. Another output
of data qualifier 204 is coupled to PLL2 208 and data
synchronizer 207. The data qualifier 204 transforms each
valid analog read data pulses into a digital pulse, while
preserving the relative time position of each valid pulse
edge.
[0009] A reference signal FREF is coupled to time base
generator 210, which is coupled to PLL3 209. The output
of time base generator 210 is coupled to PLL1 205, PLL2
208, and CLOCK terminals. Both time base generator
210 and data synchronizers 206 and 207 are based on
a PLL circuit. Time base generator 210 is programmed
to provide a stable reference frequency for data synchro-
nizers. The output clock of time base generator 210 can
be either PLL3 209 output or time base generator’s FREF
input signal.
[0010] In PWM recordings for an optical and magneto-
optical disk, the read signal is sliced by the floating slice
level in the data qualifier. The signal comprises both edg-
es of the pit mark. The formed pit length depends on the
recording conditions (write power, media, slew rate of
the laser driver, etc.) and data pattern. Hence, both edges
(leading edge and trailing edge) need to be treated inde-
pendently. As both edges require separate PLLs, and
are synchronized independently, the decode window
margins may also vary.
[0011] There are usually 3 PLL circuits in a read chan-
nel circuit: 2 PLL circuits for the data synchronizer, and
one PLL for the time base generator. The output clock
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of the time base generator 210 is used as the reference
clock for the data synchronizer PLLs in the idle mode and
write clock in write mode.
[0012] In this prior art method, the 3 PLL circuits in the
chip are asynchronous. Also, it is inefficient to include 3
PLL circuits in the same chip since it requires bigger die
size and may deteriorate the jitter performance of the
clock outputs. Since the PLL circuit is an analog based
solution (including VCO and phase detector), the circuit
area is large compared to other circuits in the read chan-
nel IC.
[0013] Further, these prior art PLLs are locked asyn-
chronously in read mode, requiring an isolation of the
power lines and signal lines to avoid the cross-talk be-
tween signals. Thus, this prior art method requires a large
chip size and dissipates much power.
[0014] European Patent Application No. 0 453 253 de-
scribes a signal processing system comprising a plurality
of timing circuits each including a frequency determining
portion and means for generating a respective timing sig-
nal for use in said signal processing system. A common
frequency determining means with predetermined char-
acteristics in combination with each of the frequency de-
termining portions controls the frequency of the timing
signal generated in each timing circuit to a predetermined
value. A plurality of AC coupling-DC blocking circuit
means couple the timing circuits to the common frequen-
cy determining means such that there is an ohmic con-
nection between the common frequency determining
means and all of the AC coupling-DC blocking circuit
means.
[0015] Japanese Patent Abstract No. 04 090168 de-
scribes a data reproducing circuit for magneto-optical
disk device, wherein edge reproduced signals synchro-
nized with a PLL clock are formed by the PLL circuits and
data separators independently connected correspond-
ingly to a rising edge detecting signal and a falling edge
detecting signal detected by an edge detecting circuit.
Both the edge reproducing signals are synthesized by
an OR means and data separation synchronized with
one PLL clock used as a VFO synchronizing clock again
is executed by a data separator.
[0016] United States Patent No. 3900890 describes a
digital tape handler wherein a first phase-locked oscillator
is made to track the tape speed and control the data
transfer to the tape. A second phase-locked oscillator,
which also tracks the speed of the tape, controls data
transfers from the tape. A tape speed threshold circuit
detects the speed of the tape and when the speed ex-
ceeds a predetermined fraction of the full tape speed
turns the first and second oscillators on.
[0017] Thus, there is a need in the art to overcome-the
shortcomings of the prior art data synchronizers and pro-
vide a data synchronizer that is compact in size and ef-
ficient in power consumption and can deliver an improved
and reliable data synchronization capability.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] The present invention resides in a data synchro-
nization system and in a method of data synchronization
as set out in the appended claims.
[0019] The invention discloses a fully integrated data
synchronization circuit for both optical and magneto-op-
tical disk drive (ODD and MOD) read channel system.
The data synchronization system comprises dual data
synchronizers that provide read reference clocks. Dual
PLL circuits are coupled to the data synchronizers to pro-
vide a stable reference frequency to data synchronizers.
One of the two data synchronizers is used to obtain lead-
ing edge data, while the other is for trailing edge data.
Each PLL circuit comprises a phase detector, a charge
pump, and a VCO. A loop filter is used in conjunction with
a charge pump to control loop characteristics of the PLLs.
[0020] In an idle mode, one of the PLLs is used as a
time base generator to provide a stable reference fre-
quency to data synchronizers. Once data synchronizers
achieve lock using the stable reference frequency and
switch over to read data, the time base generator PLL is
switched over to function as a data synchronizer PLL in
a read mode. Thus, one of the PLLs is used as both time
base generator and data synchronizer PLL, thereby elim-
inating the need for extra PLL circuitry and requiring only
two PLL circuits to support time base generation and data
synchronization, reducing die size and power dissipation
and improving jitter performance. The invention also al-
lows synchronous locking of data synchronizers, mini-
mizing decode window margin variations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] The present invention will now be further de-
scribed, by way of example, with reference to the accom-
panying drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows the PWM recording data and read
signals;

Figure 2 shows a typical prior art read channel sys-
tem;

Figure 3 illustrates a format of data track encoding
in a servo sector scheme;

Figure 4 shows a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention;

Figures 5A, 5B, and 5C show the block diagrams of
idle and read operations for PWM mode according
to one embodiment of the invention;

Figure 5D is a block diagram of one embodiment of
the invention;

Figures 6A and 6B show the block diagrams of idle
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and read operations for PPM mode in accordance
with one embodiment of the invention;

Figure 7 shows lock-on/lock-ending sequence wave-
form diagrams in PPM mode; and

Figure 8 shows lock-on/lock-ending sequence wave-
form diagrams in PWM mode.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVEN-
TION

[0022] A data synchronization circuit is described. In
the following description, numerous specific details are
set forth in order to provide a more thorough understand-
ing of the present invention. It will be apparent, however,
to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may
be practiced without these specific details. In other in-
stances, well known features have not been described
in detail so as not to obscure the present invention.
[0023] In the magneto-optical disk drive (MOD) and
optical disk drive (ODD), information written on data stor-
age disks are accessed by optical pick-up devices. To
accurately access the data tracks, servo information is
written onto storage disks and provide positioning infor-
mation in a sector ID (identifier). In a tracking servo
scheme, pie-shaped wedges of servo information are in-
terweaved between sections of data information.
[0024] The servo information permits the definition of
individual data tracks on the data surfaces of the disk
drive. The data tracks may be further divided into a plu-
rality of smaller fields, or "sectors". A header field can be
used to independently verify the location of individual
sectors and tracks. Figure 3 illustrates a format of data
track encoding in a servo sector scheme. A header field
precedes each data sector on each data track and con-
tains identifier (ID) information which is unique to that
sector over the entire drive. A typical identifier includes
the track number and the sector number. The header
may also contain other information related to media de-
fects and redundancy information for error detection.
[0025] During operations of reading or writing data, the
controller reads the header of each data sector as it is
encountered and applies various tests to the information
contained therein, including the comparison of the ID
which was read to the ID which was expected. If the var-
ious tests are passed and the ID read matches the ID
expected, then the subsequent data part of the sector is
read or written appropriately. Because each sector is
uniquely and independently identified, the incorrect iden-
tification of any sector will not affect the correct identifi-
cation of any subsequent sectors.
[0026] In addition to a header, a sector comprises off-
set detection field (ODE) and a recording field in which
512, 1024 or 2048 user data bytes can be recorded. As
can be seen in Figure 3, the header of each sector is
embossed (pre-formatted). The emboss area is also
known as pre-pit.

[0027] According to 3.5" ISO 640 MByte type standard
format, the length of the header field is defined as 63
bytes. When the emboss period is 19.3 ms, user data
periods are 211.2 msec/512 byte sector and
766 ,usec/2048 byte sector in outer track; when the em-
boss period is 34.6 ms, user data periods are 369
msec/512 byte sector and 1370 ,msec/2048 byte sector
in inner track. The disk rotation speed is 3000 rpm at 50
Hz. The recording field can be empty, user-written or em-
bossed.
[0028] Figure 4 shows an embodiment of the invention.
As can be seen in Figure 4, this embodiment uses two
PLL circuits for time base generation and data synchro-
nization. Referring to Figure 4, an output of data qualifier
404 is coupled to PLL1 405 and data synchronizer 406.
Another output of data qualifier 404 is coupled to PLL2
408 and data synchronizer/time base generator 407. A
reference signal FREF is coupled to data synchroniz-
er/time base generator 407. PLL2 408 is coupled to PLL1
405 and data synchronizer/time base generator 407. The
PLL2 408 serves both as a time base generator in idle
mode and second data synchronizer PLL in read mode.
[0029] Referring to Figure 4, an output of data synchro-
nizer 1 is coupled to SDO1 and an output of data syn-
chronizer 2 is coupled to SDO2, SDO1 represents lead-
ing edge data while SDO2 represents trailing edge data.
An output of PLL1 is coupled to RRC1 and an output of
PLL2 is coupled to RRC2. Another output of PLL2 408
is coupled to CLOCK.
[0030] In Figure 4, block 407 comprises a time base
generator and a data synchronizer. Data synchronizers
406 and 407 perform data synchronization in the read
mode.
[0031] The time base generator portion of 407 provides
programmable reference frequency. In idle mode, the
time base generator portion of 407 is programmed to
provide a stable frequency to the data synchronizer por-
tion of 407. In read mode, however, the phase detector
reference is switched from the base generator to the VCO
clock signal and the output of the time base generator
407 is only used as a clock count for the sector mark
detection window. Switching the source of the phase de-
tector reference from the base generator to the VCO
clock signal helps minimize jitter in the data synchronizer
PLL.
[0032] Therefore, in read mode, it is possible to use
the PLL2 408 as a data synchronizer PLL instead of as
a time base generator such that it acts as the second
synchronizer PLL for the trailing edge of the incoming
signal in read mode. During this time, the time base gen-
erator frequency can be maintained via the loop filter volt-
age.
[0033] Figures 5A, 5B, and 5C show the block dia-
grams of idle and read operations for PWM mode ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention. Referring to
Figure 5A, the first PLL loop comprises phase detector
501, charge pump 502, VCO1 503, and loop filter 1. Loop
filter 1 provides loop voltage to VCO1 503. Charge pump
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502 increases, decreases, or maintains the loop voltage
generated by loop filter 1 to control the VCO frequency.
Charge pump is well known in the art and is, therefore,
not shown in greater detail. Loop filters 1, 2, and 3 are
external passive filters comprising a capacitor and/or a
resistor for controlling PLL locking characteristics.
[0034] Referring to Figure 5A, in an idle mode, the sec-
ond PLL loop comprising phase detector 506, charge
pump 507, VC02 508, loop filter 3 acts as a time base
generator PLL with the N+1 and M+1 dividers and pro-
vides reference to the FREF input. Thus, the phase de-
tection rate in an idle mode is dependent on the values
of FREF and N+1. In one embodiment of the invention,
counters are used to provide divide-by-N and divide-by-
M operations. The first PLL loop acts as a data synchro-
nizer PLL reference for the time base generator output.
The voltage of loop filter 2 is maintained to be the same
voltage as the loop filter 3 by the comparator 505 having
feedback loop through charge pump 504. During idle
mode, data synchronizers 406 and 407 achieve lock us-
ing the output of the time base generator before switching
over to read mode.
[0035] Referring to Figure 5C, in the MO or user data
read mode, the first PLL loop comprising phase detector
501, charge pump 502, VCO 503, and loop filter 1 acts
as the first data synchronizer PLL and provides reference
to the DRD1*, the leading edge of the data. The second
PLL loop comprising phase detector 506, charge pump
504, VCO 508 and loop filter 2 acts as a second data
synchronizer PLL and provides reference to the DRD2*,
the trailing edge of the data.
[0036] As can be seen in Figure 5C, loop filter 3 is
isolated from the internal circuit. There is no input to the
charge pump 3 and loop filter 3 retains the voltage of the
idle mode. The voltage of loop filter 3 can be maintained
by an external capacitor, but would be susceptible to cur-
rent leakage and may experience voltage drop. However,
the maximum period of the MO read mode does not ex-
ceed 1370 ms even at 3000 rpm so that when a 1500 pF
capacitor is used in the loop filter 3 and 50 nA leakage
current is assumed, the loop filter 3 voltage drop is ap-
proximately 46 mV, a negligible amount. Thus, if the VCO
control gain is designed to be 0.2 wi rad/VS, less than
1% variation is expected in VCO frequency. In the MO
read mode, the VC02 output frequency is dependent on
the write drive clock frequency and the disk revolution
speed.
[0037] Referring to Figure 5B, in the emboss or header
read mode, the first and second PLL loops perform the
same function as in the MO read mode except that the
charge pump 507 is controlled by the outputs of the com-
parator 505 which has inputs coupled to the outputs of
charge pump 507 and charge pump 504. Therefore, the
voltage of loop filter 3 is maintained at the same voltage
as the loop filter 2 by the comparator 505 having feedback
loop through charge pump 3 during this mode. This con-
figuration is for the continuous sector read mode.
[0038] When several sectors are read continuously,

the loop filter 3 voltage is maintained at a constant level.
However, it is difficult to keep the voltage constant for a
long time because of the current leakage. Thus, using
the emboss data (header), the loop filter 3 voltage is re-
freshed with feedback to the charge pump 507 from the
comparator 505 output of the voltage difference between
loop filter 2 and loop filter 3. Since the header exists in
every sector, there is enough time to refresh for at least
19 ms of the header period. This refresh scheme prevents
the voltage of loop filter 3 from drifting due to leakage
current. The emboss data frequency is independent of
the write drive and dependent on the revolution speed of
the read drive. In the emboss read mode, the VC02 output
frequency is approximately the same as that of the idle
mode.
[0039] Loop filters 1, 2, and 3 may use components of
different values (for capacitors and/or resistors) to pro-
vide different loop filter characteristics depending on the
phase detection rates in read and idle modes. It can be
seen from Figures 5A, 5B, and 5C that the second PLL
loop uses loop filter 3 for time base generation in idle
mode and loop filter 2 for phase locking in MO and em-
boss read modes.
[0040] Figure 5D is a block diagram of an embodiment
of the invention. In Figure 5D, DRD1* and the output of
VC02 are coupled to switch or multiplexer S1, which se-
lects an input to phase detector 1. DRD2* and FREF
divided by N+1 are coupled to switch or multiplexer S2,
which selects an input to phase detector 2. C1 and C2
are control signals for switches or multiplexers S1 and
S2, respectively.
[0041] Referring to Figure 5D, the output of phase de-
tector 2 and comparator 505 are coupled to switch or
multiplexer S3, which selects an input to charge pump 2
based upon control signal C3. Switch or multiplexer S4
is coupled between phase detector 2 and charge pump
3 to pass the output of phase detector 2 depending upon
control signal C4. The outputs of charge pumps 2 and 3
are coupled to switch or multiplexer S5, which selects an
input to VCO 2 based upon control signal CS. M+1 divider
has control signal C6 to enable division operation.
[0042] Although the above discussion describes and
illustrates various embodiments of the invention for PWM
mode operations, it would be appreciated by one skilled
in the art that the invention is not limited to PWM mode
operations and can be used in conjunction with any other
suitable recording scheme. For example, ISO standard
magneto-optical drive should support PPM mode for the
backward compatibility. Figures 6A and 6B show the
block diagrams of idle and read operations for PPM (Pit
Position Modulation) mode.
[0043] Referring to Figures 6A and 6B, the VCO 1 and
VCO 2 are operated the same way as in the conventional
system. VCO 2 acts as the time base generator while
VCO 1 acts as a data synchronizer VCO. Loop filter 2 is
not used in this mode. Charge pump 2 and loop filter 2
are not used in PPM mode since in PPM, unlike PWM
that requires leading edge and trailing edge synchroni-
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zation, only one synchronization is required.
[0044] Referring to Figure 6A, phase detector 601 is
coupled to charge pump 602, which is coupled to VCO
603. An output of VCO 603 is coupled to phase detector
601. Phase detector 605 is coupled to charge pump 606,
which is coupled to VCO 607. An output of VCO 607 is
coupled to phase detector 601 and phase detector 605
for feedback.
[0045] Referring to Figure 6B, phase detector 601 is
coupled to charge pump 602, which is coupled to VCO
603. An output of VCO 603 is coupled to phase detector
601. Input DRD1 is coupled to phase detector 601. Phase
detector 605 is coupled to charge pump 606, which is
coupled to VCO 607. An output of VCO 607 is coupled
to phase detector 605 in a feedback loop. Input FREF is
coupled to phase detector 605.
[0046] Figures 7 and 8 show the timing waveforms for
the embodiments shown in Figures 5A, 5B, 5C, and the
examples shown in Figures 6A , and 6B. SDO is a syn-
chronized read data output and the leading edge data in
PWM mode, while SDO2 is a synchronized read data
output and the trailing edge data. RRC is a read reference
clock output from VCO1 and RRC2 is a read reference
clock output from VC02. DS1/DRDCK* and
DSI/VCOREF2 are phase detector 1 inputs, while
DS2/DRDCK* and DS2/VCOREF2 are phase detector 2
inputs. FOUT is a time base generator VCO output. FREF
is the reference frequency for the time base generator.
RD1 is the row data input signal from the leading edge.
RD2 is the row data input signal from the trailing edge.
INTRG2 is the synchronized internal read gate signal and
RG is the asynchronous read gate signal.
[0047] Figure 7 shows lock-on/lock-ending sequence
waveform diagrams in PPM mode. Read gate (RG) signal
initiates the PLL locking sequence and selected the PLL
reference input. When the RG is asserted to the high
level, the DS1/VCOREF2(VCO1) is reset by the second
falling edge of the FOUT.
[0048] The next zero-phase restart is between
DS1/DRDCK* and VC01 at the rising edge of the
DS1/DRDCK* from the third RD1. When the internal
counter counts the nineteenth RD1, the RRC and SDO
outputs are enabled. when the RG is negated, the
DS1/VCOREF2 (VC01) is reset by the second falling
edge of the FOUT, and zero-phase between VC02 and
VC01 to restart at the rising edge of second or third
DS1/DRDCK* pulse.
[0049] Figure 8 shows lock-on/lock-ending sequence
waveform diagrams in PWM mode. When the RG is as-
serted to the high level, the DS1/VCOREF2(VC01) and
DS2/VCOREF2 are reset by the second falling edge of
the FOUT. The next zero-phase restart is between DS1
/DRDCK* and VCO at the rising edge of the DS1/DRD-
CK* from the second RD1. Another zero-phase restart
is between DS2/DRDCK* and VC02 at the rising edge
of the DS2/DRDCK* from the second RD2. While the
VCOs are reset, the input of phase detector 1 in Figure
5 is switched from VC02 output to the DRD1*. The input

of phase detector 2 is switched from FREF/(N+1) to
DRD2* and charge pump 3 to charge pump 2. DRD1*
and DRD2* are delayed read data pulses. As the loop
filter 2 voltage and loop filter 3 voltage are maintained by
comparator feedback, the VC02 oscillates at the same
frequency as in the idle mode. The gain of the comparator
is about 6 dB, and the input offset is less than 10 mV.
[0050] When the internal counter counts the nine-
teenth RD1 (leading edge), the RRC, RRC2, SDO and
SD02 outputs are enabled. When the RG is negated, the
DS1/VCOREF2 (VC01) and DS2/VCOREF2 (VC02) are
reset by the second falling edge of the FOIST (same as
VC02), and zero-phase restart between YC02 and FREF
at the rising edge of the second FREF pulse. Another
zero-phase restart is between VC01 and VC02 at the
rising edge of second restarted VC02 pulse.
[0051] The present invention thus provides accurate
and reliable time base generator and data synchronizer.
As stated above, the advantages of the invention are
particularly valuable in dual PLL data synchronization
system. The advantages of the present invention include:
The read channel IC requires only two PLLS for PWM
applications, thus saving valuable silicon real estate and
cost. Further, data synchronizers are synchronized by a
common reference signal, minimizing decode window
margin variations. Moreover, die size and power dissi-
pation are reduced and jitter performance is improved.
[0052] Thus, an integrated circuit technology compat-
ible data synchronizer and time base generator which
incorporates dual PLL circuits has been described.
[0053] It is understood that particular embodiments de-
scribed herein should not limit the present invention
thereby. It would also be appreciated by those skilled in
the art that changes in various details may be made with-
out departing from the scope invention as defined by the
appended claims.

Claims

1. A multimode data synchronization system compris-
ing:

a first data synchronizer (406);
a second data synchronizer (407);
a first phase locked loop, PLL, (405) coupled to
the first data synchronizer (406), the first PLL
(405) being adapted to selectively receive a first
clock signal in an idle mode of operation and a
data signal in a read mode of operation;
a second PLL (408) coupled to the second data
synchronizer (407), the second PLL (408) being
adapted to selectively receive a reference clock
signal and to generate the first clock signal from
the reference clock signal in the idle mode of
operation and a delayed data signal in the read
mode of operation,
the second PLL (408) comprising:
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a phase detector (506);
a first loop filter (loop filter 2);
a second loop filter (loop filter 3);
a first charge pump (504) for driving the first
loop filter (loop filter 2);
a second charge pump (507) for driving the
second loop filter (loop filter 3);
the phase detector (506) being adapted to
selectively drive the first charge pump (504)
in the read mode of operation and the sec-
ond charge pump (507) in the idle mode of
operation;
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) (508)
being selectively controlled by the first loop
filter in the read mode of operation and the
second loop filter in the idle mode of oper-
ation; and
a comparator (505) adapted to compare the
voltages of the first and second loop filters
and to selectively control the first charge
pump (504) in the idle mode of operation
and the second charge pump (507) in the
read mode of operation such that the volt-
age of the first loop filter is maintained sub-
stantially the same as the voltage of the sec-
ond loop filter.

2. A method of data synchronization in a multimode
data synchronization system having a first (405) and
a second (408) PLL, a first (406) and a second (407)
data synchronizer, the first PLL (405) coupled to the
first data synchronizer (406), the method comprises
the steps of:

providing a reference signal to the second PLL
(408) and generating the first clock signal from
said reference clock signal in an idle mode of
operation ;
providing a delayed read data signal to the sec-
ond PLL (408) in a read of operation mode ;
the second PLL (408) is switchably coupled to
the second data synchronizer (407) and to the
first PLL (405); and by
using the second PLL (408) as a time base gen-
erator to provide a stable reference frequency
to the first and second data synchronizers (406,
407) in the idle mode; and
changing loop characteristics of the second PLL
(408) for the read mode;
providing the second PLL (408) with a phase
detector (506) coupled to a first charge pump
(504) driving a first loop filter (loop filter 2) and
a second charge pump (507) driving a second
loop filter (loop filter 3) , and a VCO (506) switch-
ably coupled to the first and second charge
pumps (504, 507);
using the first charge pump (504) to control the
output frequency of the VCO (506) in the read

mode; and
using the second charge pump (507) to control
the output frequency of the VCO (506) in the idle
mode;
providing the second PLL (408) with a compa-
rator switchably coupled to the first charge pump
(504) and the second charge pump (507), the
method further comprising the steps of:

connecting the outputs of the first charge
pump (504) and the second charge pump
(507) to the comparator (505); and
connecting an output of the comparator
(505) to the first charge pump (504) in the
idle mode;
connecting an output of the comparator
(505) to the second charge pump (507) in
the read mode;
connecting the output of the first charge
pump (504) to the VCO (506) in the read
mode;
connecting the output of the second charge
pump (507) to the VCO (506) in the idle
mode.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Multicode-Datenabgleichssystem bestehend
aus:

einem ersten Datensynchronisierer (406);
einem zweiten Datensynchronisierer (407);
einem ersten Phasenregelkreis PLL (405) ge-
koppelt zum ersten Datensynchronisierer (406),
der erste PLL (405) seiend so angepasst, um
ein erstes Taktsignal im Leerlauf und ein Daten-
signal im Lesemodus selektiv zu empfangen;
einem zweiten PLL (408) gekoppelt zum zwei-
ten Datensynchronisierer (407), der zweite PLL
(408) seiend so angepasst, um ein Referenz-
taktsignal selektiv zu empfangen und das erste
Taktsignal vom Referenztaktsignal in Leerlauf,
und ein verzögertes Datensignal in Lesemodus
zu erzeugen ,
der zweite PLL (408) bestehend aus:

einem Phasendetektor (506)
einem ersten Schleifenfilter (loop filter 2);
einem zweiten Schleifenfilter (loop filter 3);
einer ersten Ladungspumpe (504) zum An-
treiben des ersten Schleifenfilters (loop filter
2);
einer zweiten Ladungspumpe (507) zum
Antreiben des zweiten Schleifenfilters (loop
filter 3);
der Phasendetektor (506) seiend so ange-
passt, um die erste Ladungspumpe (504)
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im Lesemodus und die zweite Ladungs-
pumpe (507) im Leerlauf selektiv
anzutreiben ;
einem Spannungsgesteuerten Oszillator
(VCO) (508) seiend selektiv durch den ers-
ten Schleifenfilter im Lesemodus und den
zweiten Schleifenfilter im Leerlauf gesteu-
ert; und
einem Komparator (505) so angepasst, um
die Spannungen der ersten und zweiten
Schleifenfilter zu vergleichen, und die erste
Ladungspumpe (504) im Leerlauf und die
zweite Ladungspumpe (507) im Lesemo-
dus selektiv zu steuern, indem die Span-
nung des ersten Schleifenfilters im Wesent-
lich die Gleiche als die Spannung des zwei-
ten Schleifenfilters erhaltet wird.

2. Ein Verfahren von Datenabgleich in einem Multimo-
de-Datenabgleichssystem mit einem ersten (405)
und einem zweiten (408) PLL, einem ersten (406)
und einem zweiten (407) Datensynchronisierer, der
erste PLL (405) gekoppelt zum ersten Datensyn-
chronisierer (406), das Verfahren bestehend aus
den Schritten von:

dem Bereitstellen eines Referenzsignals zum
zweiten PLL (408) und dem Erzeugen des ers-
ten Taktsignals von dem jeweiligen Referenz-
taktsignal im Leerlauf;
dem Bereitstellen eines verzögerten Leseda-
tensignals zum zweiten PLL (408) im Lesemo-
dus;
der zweite PLL (408) ist schaltbar mit dem zwei-
ten Datensynchronisierer (407) und dem ersten
PLL (405) gekoppelt; und durch
die Anwendung des zweiten PLLs (408) als ein
Zeitbasisgenerator, um eine statische Refe-
renzfrequenz zum ersten und zweiten Daten-
synchronisierer (406, 407) im Leerlauf bereitzu-
stellen; und
die Änderung von Schleifeneigenschaften des
zweiten PLLs (408) im Lesemodus;

Dem Bereitstellen des zweiten PLLs (408) mit einem
Phasendetektor (506) gekoppelt zu einer ersten La-
dungspumpe (504), die einen ersten Schleifenfilter
antreibt (loop filter 2);

und eine zweite Ladungspumpe (507), die einen
zweiten Schleifenfilter antreibt (loop filter 3), und
einen VCO (506), der schaltbar mit den ersten
und zweiten Ladungspumpen (504, 507) gekop-
pelt wird;
die Anwendung der ersten Ladungspumpe
(504), um die Ausgangsfrequenz des VCOs
(506) im Lesemodus zu steuern; und
die Anwendung der zweiten Ladungspumpe

(507), um die Ausgangsfrequenz des VCOs
(506) im Leerlauf zu steuern;
das Bereitstellen des zweiten PLLs (408) mit ei-
nem Komparator, der schaltbar mit der ersten
Ladungspumpe (504) und der zweiten Ladungs-
pumpe (507) gekoppelt wird, das Verfahren da-
zu bestehend aus den Schritten von:

der Verbindung der Ausgänge der ersten
Ladungspumpe (504) und der zweiten La-
dungspumpe (507) mit dem Komparator
(505); und
der Verbindung eines Ausgangs des Kom-
parators (505) mit der ersten Ladungspum-
pe (504) im Leerlauf;
der Verbindung eines Ausgangs des Kom-
parators (505) mit der zweiten Ladungs-
pumpe (507) im Lesemodus;
der Verbindung des Ausgangs der ersten
Ladungspumpe (504) mit dem VCO (506)
im Lesemodus;
der Verbindung des Ausgangs der zweiten
Ladungspumpe (507) mit dem VCO (506)
im Leerlauf.

Revendications

1. Un système de synchronisation de données à mul-
timode comprenant :

un premier synchroniseur de données (406) ;
un deuxième synchroniseur de données (407)
une première boucle à phase asservie, PLL,
(405) couplée au premier synchroniseur de don-
nées (406), la première PLL (405) étant adaptée
pour recevoir sélectivement un premier signal
d’horloge en mode repos de fonctionnement et
un signal de données en mode lecture de
fonctionnement ;
une deuxième PLL (408) couplée au deuxième
synchroniseur de données (407), la deuxième
PLL (408) étant adaptée pour recevoir sélecti-
vement un signal d’horloge de référence et pour
générer le premier signal d’horloge du signal
d’horloge de référence en mode repos et un si-
gnal données en retard en mode lecture la
deuxième PLL (408) comprenant :

un détecteur de phase (506) ;
un premier filtre de boucle (loop filter 2) ;
un deuxième filtre de boucle (loop filter 3) ;
une première pompe de charge (504) pour
entraîner le premier filtre de boucle (loop
filter 2) ;
une deuxième pompe de charge (507) pour
entraîner le deuxième filtre de boucle (loop
filter 3) ;
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le détecteur de phase (506) étant adapté
pour entraîner sélectivement la première
pompe de charge (504) en mode lecture et
la deuxième pompe de charge (507) en mo-
de repos;
un oscillateur commandé en tension (VCO)
(508) étant sélectivement commandé par le
premier filtre de boucle en mode lecture et
le deuxième filtre de boucle en mode repos ;
et
un comparateur (505) adapté pour compa-
rer les tensions des premier et deuxième
filtres de boucle pour sélectivement com-
mander la première pompe de charge (504)
en mode repos et la deuxième pompe de
charge (507) en mode lecture tels que la
tension du premier filtre de boucle est main-
tenue substantiellement la même que la
tension du deuxième filtre de boucle.

2. Une méthode de synchronisation de données dans
un système de synchronisation de données à multi-
mode ayant une première (405) et une deuxième
(408) PLL, un premier (406) et un deuxième (407)
synchronisateur de données, la première PLL (405)
couplée au premier synchronisateur (406) de don-
nées, la méthode comprenant les étapes de :

fournir un signal de référence à la deuxième PLL
(408) et générer le premier signal d’horloge dudit
signal d’horloge de référence en mode repos ;
fournir un signal de données à lecture en retard
à la deuxième PLL (408) en mode lecture ;
la deuxième PLL (408) est couplée de manière
commutable au deuxième synchroniseur de
données (407) et à la première PLL (405) ; et
en utilisant la deuxième PLL (408) comme un
générateur de base de temps pour fournir une
fréquence de référence statique aux premier et
deuxième synchroniseurs (406, 407) en mode
repos ; et
en changeant les caractéristiques de boucle de
la deuxième PLL (408) pour le mode lecture ;
fournissant la deuxième PLL (408) avec un dé-
tecteur de phase (506) couplé à la première
pompe de charge (504) entraînant un premier
filtre de boucle (loop filter 2)
et une deuxième pompe de charge (507) entraî-
nant un deuxième filtre de boucle (loop filter 3),
et un VCO (506) couplé de manière commutable
aux première et deuxième pompes de charge
(504, 507) ;
utilisant la première pompe de charge (504) pour
commander la fréquence de sortie du VCO (506)
en mode lecture ; et
utilisant la deuxième pompe de charge (507)
pour commander la fréquence de sortie du VCO
en mode repos ;

fournissant la deuxième PLL (408) avec un com-
parateur couplé de manière commutable à la
première pompe de charge (504) et la deuxième
pompe de charge (507), la méthode comprenant
en outre les étapes de :

brancher les sorties de la première pompe
de charge (504) et la deuxième pompe de
charge (507) au comparateur (505) ; et
brancher une sortie du comparateur (505)
à la première pompe de charge (504) en
mode repos ;
brancher une sortie du comparateur (505)
à la deuxième pompe de charge (507) en
mode lecture ;
brancher la sortie de la première pompe de
charge (504) au VCO (506) en mode
lecture ;
brancher la sortie de la deuxième pompe
de charge (507) au VCO (506) en mode re-
pos.
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